
 

Courtyard Hotel Sandton sports new look lounge

Step into the refreshed and tranquil space that is the revamped Club Lounge, bar and patio at the Courtyard Hotel Sandton
in Johannesburg. This commercial area is now bookable and features a new look and feel reflected in stylish chairs and
rugs, contemporary lighting and artwork, and the latest fittings and fixtures. Various seating arrangements make this the
ideal spot for guests and day visitors to hold meetings, host exclusive events, celebrate special occasions, or simply enjoy a
meal from the new a la carte menu. The recently launched a la carte offering for lunch and dinner is now available at all five
Courtyard Hotels in Johannesburg, Pretoria and Port Elizabeth.

The colour palette of the revamped Club Lounge embraces muted blues, soft greys, silver, charcoal and pale wood,
brightened up with splashes of colour. Aesthetically pleasing and hardwearing vinyl flooring has replaced carpets. And a
stacking door has been installed in the central bar and food serving area, opening up to the patio outside.

The elegant 69-room Courtyard Hotel Sandton, Johannesburg run by general manager Elzabe de Jager is a destination for
business or leisure travellers, as well as day visitors looking to enjoy a secluded spot.

Other improvements at the hotel include coffee machine, iron and ironing board in every room making it quicker and easier
for guests to get ready. This enhances the compact and functional kitchenette in each room, which also features a fridge
and microwave.

“We have listened to our guests and day visitors and are delighted to offer an enhanced experience at Courtyard Hotel
Sandton. This lifestyle hotel features accessible elegance and sophistication in close proximity to the busy Sandton node,”
says Lindiwe Sangweni-Siddo, chief operating officer.
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City Lodge Hotel Group has a variety of hotels dedicated to providing you with comfort at a level that suits
you. With 5 Courtyard Hotels (480 rooms), 19 City Lodge Hotels (3281 rooms), 12 Town Lodges (1507
rooms) and 23 Road Lodges (2 272 rooms), the Group has a total of 7540 rooms and ranks among the
250 largest hotel chains in the world. We are dedicated to providing quality accommodation for business,
leisure and 'bleisure' travellers in South Africa, Namibia, Botswana and Mozambique. From basic,
functional rooms to magnificent luxury studios, we have the range and experience to give you
unbelievable service and exceptional accommodation at a price you can afford and in a location near to
where you want to be. Go to www.clhg.com for more information.
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